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      The value of this book is twofold in the context of a newly defined Framework. First, it brings to life these competencies in a very practical way with theoretical descriptions, case studies, guided activities designed to apply what the reader has learnt and a couple of references to more in-depth material. Second, it is context specific and designed for evidence development for Public Health at a local level in the UK.
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      This is an excellent book for health practitioners preparing UKPHR portfolios.  Each chapter is mapped against the skills and career framework, and practitioner standards.  The activities, case studies and comments set the framework and standards within a practical context.  For those practitioners not preparing portfolios this is a useful book taking students from the meaning of health and wellbeing to the importance of epidemiological evidence to support health improvement initiatives.
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      Easy to read, covers key points for students
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      Not sufficiently relevant to the politics of health unit at level 6 for adult nurse. However, first chapter Basic concepts provided clear update.
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      well laid out book, using common questions as headings: easy to navigate.

Particularly like the progressive nature of the book... starting with definitions of health and wellbeing, defining evidence and progressing to in depth discussions and case studies based on various research methods
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      useful and thought provoking for students looking to develop skills in understanding and assessing how people with dementia can live well
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      This is a useful book that helps to align theory to practice with useful examples.
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      An excellent book for public health students which gives information in an accessable style.
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      A good book to encourage students from an undergraduate level to consider the need to evidence the outcome of interventions.




  
          Mrs Jillian Taylor




              


    
      



 


 
      A great book for various level of learner . Written in an informative and clear manner. Excellent for research projects
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      Very useful book for all MSc public health students and healthcare practitioners
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      An useful reading for measuring (public) health interventions.
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      This book will be of great use for the Specialist Community Public Health Nurses. There is a clear explanation of HNA and lots of Activities which students can undertake to link theory to practice. A really useful, user friendly book which is very practical in nature.
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      An essential book towards meeting the competences of public health in the UK and abroad.
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      An excellent book that 'does as it says' developing the reader's understanding of measuring health and well-being.
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      This books gives useful background to the concepts of health and well being. It will be useful for public health students developing their understadning of health and well being.
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    SAGE Knowledge is the premier social sciences platform for SAGE and CQ Press book, reference and video content.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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